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National Position

• UCU maintains (rightly) that USS remains a good and viable pension 
scheme

• UCU continues to challenge flawed, overly pessimistic, approach to 
valuation

• Some success in that 2017 methodology, while still problematic, is an 
improvement on 2014 approach

• UUK consulted employers: most wish defined benefits (DB) retained; 
some didn’t. Many willing to pay more; some not.

• Letter from The Pension Regulator (TPR) to employers: unhelpful in 
concern about methodology and covenant



Recent Developments

• UCU consultative e-ballot: 87% support for industrial action, 
exceeded 50% threshold

• USS engaged in further discussions of methodology with paper on the 
technical provisions on 23 October 

• Rise in base rate from 0.25% to 0.5%

• Universities UK (UUK) board met 3 November; employer discussions 
ongoing

• Sally Hunt wrote to all USS institutions 2 November urging them not 
to introduce changes without UCU agreement

• If they do not heed the letter, we will be in dispute 



Local Perspective

• Bristol UCU Pension Group (Thompson, Tutin, Condliffe, Davies) met 
twice with Chief Financial Officer (Robert Kerse)

• We demanded, and CFO agreed, that the principles of the University 
response to UUK be circulated to ALL Bristol USS members 

• Bristol University position has evolved through discussions: we think 
it is support for DB, and willingness to pay 18%; preference for 
shifting the balance between DB and DC 

• We have also asked that a long-term pension strategy paper be 
circulated 



What next?

• Crucial that we are willing to mobilise in support of our pensions
• Strength of covenant is matter of ABILITY and WILLINGNESS of universities, as 

TPR recognises
• Past experience shows technical provisions never insulated from industrial 

politics
• Past experience demonstrates that our pensions would be far worse than 

they currently are without our willingness to take industrial action

• Challenging situation: is there a need for UCU nationally to develop 
fall-back positions (eg Wages in Retirement Scheme (WinRS); 
Collective Defined Contribution)? 

• Have your say! 


